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1 
Introduction 
 
Purpose 
To design and construct a new entry canopy for Mt. Carmel Lutheran Church 
using architectural and structural design concepts, along with determining the 
construction process and providing fabrication drawings for construction. 
 
Existing Conditions 
The old wood structure was removed several years ago, approximately five years 
ago fabric sails were installed as a temporary fix. The current shade installation consists 
of four different colored fabric triangles that are connected with steel rods on top of the 
existing columns. 
 
 
Project Description 
The client (Mt Carmel Church) wanted a durable design and low maintenance 
solution. Moreover, they want a new design that is more visually appealing. Therefore, 
our group from Cal Poly took this mission. We met with a representative of the church to 
get an idea of the project goals and then created design concepts and models to show 
the church, allowing them to pick the idea they favored. Once a design was chosen, the 
group performed structural calculations to determine member sizes and connections. 
Along with calculations, we completed a set of structural drawings. The group then 
contacted various material companies to procure the necessary materials at the lowest 
possible cost to the client. Finally the group created and compiled construction 
documents for future construction of the structure. 
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Timeline 
 
Winter Quarter 2018 
 
Weeks 1-6 
The group met with church representative John Cook on January 6th, and 
discussed what the desired end product was. Discussed was the importance of the 
architectural aesthetic, specifically to avoid an industrial-looking installation. Also, the 
importance of shade, cost, upkeep, and possible rain protection and collection. We also 
took onsite measurements to accurately create a layout for the design. After taking input 
from the church, we came up with three initial designs, and crafted ¼”=1’-0” scale 
models of them along with a site model. We brought all of the models to John on 
February 13th which he took to present in front of the church council and allow them to 
pick a design they favored.  
 
Weeks 7-8 
While waiting for the church's decision on which design they wanted to go 
forward with, we started initial wind load calculations and deflection limits. Also during 
this time we started to get cost estimates on the roofing material from Home Depot, and 
on preliminary steel framing from B&B Steel. After getting feedback on which design 
they liked best, we started to determine lengths of members.  
 
Week 9 
The church contacted us and we discovered an architect at the church had 
previously created a design for a new entrance canopy several years ago. We met with 
the architect on March 6th and discussed his idea and looked at conceptual drawings. 
He wanted to know whether we would be willing to work with him on his design. The 
concept he created was abstract and still in the design process, so we decided that it 
would be best for our project to continue with our design and create a design proposal 
with a cost estimate for the church. We thought an organized design with some full 
scale mock-ups of the connections would be beneficial to them if they ever decided to 
build it in the future. We gave the church our decision to not pursue the architect’s 
design on March 9th. 
 
Week 10 
We determined the final design to work with and started creating a final model 
with set heights and angles for the structure. We also started to get a more in depth cost 
estimate now that we had set lengths to evaluate.  
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Spring Quarter 2018 
 
Week 1 
The group went out to the site to get more accurate dimensions for our 
connection design. Later we received an email from the church saying that they wanted 
us to proceed with our design. 
 
Weeks 2-3 
 We contacted the church and found out they wanted us to present our design in 
front of the church community on April 15th and then in front of the church committee on 
April 19th. The architect from the church also presented his idea and based off of the 
presentations the church would decide which design to pursue. We presented two 
different versions of our idea, one that consisted of four triangles and one with three at 
the first meeting and determined they prefered the three triangle system. We then 
presented the three triangle system to the church committee. Later we heard back from 
the church on April 20th and they let us know that they wanted to pursue our design.  
 
Weeks 4-7 
We started to finalize the calculations. First determining a decking size that met 
the properties we required, specifically being able to span 17’ to prevent interior 
framing. We were able to get it donated by Verco Decking. The estimated ready date for 
pick up was Tuesday, May 22nd. When designing the framing, the initial design using 
HSS5x3 sizes did not work due to deflection limits. We determined HSS8x4 sizes would 
work. After a meeting with John on May 12th to discuss the new cost for the project 
because the member size changed and the fact that we would need to rent a crane to 
lift the triangles into place during construction, we got the go ahead to continue. On May 
15th, we received a suggestion from Kevin Dong, our advisor, to see if we could get our 
longest member (40’ long) to span without a support because it was creating connection 
and construction design issues. After determining a new size that worked for that 
condition we increased all our sizes and got new cost estimates for HSS10x3 and 
HSS10x4 members to see which was more economical. Quotes were requested on May 
18th and received on May 23rd. We decided to use HSS10x4 and adjust our details to 
account for the size increase. On May 20th contacted the Berridge Manufacturing Co. to 
see if we could get roofing donated. 
 
Week 8 
On May 21st we turned in our calculation package and drawing set to Kevin for 
review. We also contacted John with a final steel quote for the updated member sizes 
on May 23rd and John sent a check to B&B Steel on May 25th to order the framing. 
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Kevin reviewed our drawings and left comments for us to pick up. Went into the CAED 
shop and started to practice welding. 
 
Week 9 
We returned the drawing set for review again and got more accurate 
measurements of the site to fine-tune our details. On May 29th we picked up steel 
decking from Verco in Fontana, California. On May 31st we received confirmation from 
B&B steel that our order was processed and the steel will be on its way and should 
arrive by June 5th. Went out on June 2nd and got more exact measurement locations of 
the existing beam seats.  
 
Week 10 
Steel arrived on June 6th. Met with people with fabrication experience to create a 
timeline of what needs to happen to finish. Set up plasma cutting location. Gave 
presentation of senior project on June 7th. Met with Agricultural metal shop to see if we 
could use their facilities to cut the material. Still in negotiations with them. Confirmed on 
June 5th that we could get the roofing donated. Mocked up the lengths of each piece of 
roofing and sent to the company. Contacted companies about prices for renting a 
generator.  
 
Finals Week and Summer 
Created a cut sheet/shop drawings for the steel. Complete remaining schedule 
as follows: fabricate steel members, transport steel members, weld members on site, 
place members on existing structure, procure a crane and generator for construction 
purposes, pick up roofing material from Berridge Manufacturing Co., complete structure. 
Be ready to follow contingencies if fabrication and construction can not be finished 
within the timeline.  Began to implement contingency to pass on the project to another 
group. 
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Initial Design 
Study models with scale: ¼”  = 1’ 
 
Initial Models: Design 1 
This design involves removing one column in order to create a more open and 
inviting space.  
 
 
 
Initial Models: Design 2 
This design utilized all six columns and framed two pathways into the church. 
One from the parking lot and one from the daycare center. 
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Initial Models: Design 3 
This design had four triangles angled up and pointing to the church with the 
purpose of leading the eye to the entrance.  
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Final Design 
The final design for the entry structure involved the use of three triangles with 
peaks that formed a curve turning into the church entrance. The peaks increased in 
height as they approach the entry. The church committee favored this design because 
of the concept of three and the meaning of Holy Trinity as well as the purpose of leading 
the eye to the entrance. 
 
Revit model 
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Physical Models 
Study models with scale: ¾” = 1’ 
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Sun Path Study 
During the Spring, the structure provides shade to the window until 3 pm. The 
window is then exposed to the sunlight until 4 pm when the adjacent building begins to 
provide shade. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During the Summer, due to the sun’s overhead position, the shade provided over 
the service window decreases relative to Spring. However, the window receives shade 
during lunch hours when it is operational.  
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During the Fall, the shade provided by the structure is similar to that of Spring. 
Although it is not as effective before noon. There is still an hour between 3 and 4 pm 
that the service window is exposed to the sun. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
During the Winter, the structure provides shade to cover the service window. The 
service window is exposed to the sun from 2 to 4 pm. 
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Rain Collection Study 
The slope of the triangles help collect water to one side of the triangle. At that 
point, the height of the triangle connections help move the water to the corners. 
However the structure itself isn’t sufficient to prevent water from falling onto people 
walking underneath, therefore a gutter system should be implemented for better 
performance. Arrow represents the slope and water flow direction. 
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Framing Layout 
 
 
 
Plan View 
 
 
 
 
Elevation View 
 
 
 
Detail drawings see appendix C. 
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3D View 
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Connections 
 
Study models with scale: 1” = 1’ 
 
 
 
 
Detail drawings see appendix C. 
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Building Codes and Design References 
● IBC 2015 - International Building Codes 
● ASCE 7-10 - Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and other Structures 
● AISC 360-10 - Steel Construction Manual 
 
 
Structural Calculations Package 
● See appendix B 
 
 
Structural Drawings 
● See appendix C 
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Materials 
 
HSS Tubing  
● HSS 10x4x3/16 and 5/16 Framing 
 
 
Metal Deck 
● 3” Corrugated Metal Deck (Verco - W3 18 ga) 
 
 
Standing Seam Roofing 
● Cee-lock Panel (Forrest Green) 
 
 
Painting 
● Church will select the paint color. 
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Cost 
 
Client (church) Paid Items 
Total estimate cost: $6166.80 + paint (varies) 
 
Framing ​* 
● Supplier: B&B Steel & Supply 
Description Unit Price Quantity Extended Price 
10x4x0.188 $18.5 /FT 11 $4070.00 
10x4x0.312 $33.0 /FT 2 $1320.00 
6x6x0.188 $16.0 /FT 1 $320.00 
  8% Tax $456.80 
  TOTAL $6166.80 
 
Painting 
● Selected by the church 
Crane 
● Local supplier: $466/day for a 4 ton crane 
 
Donated Items 
Decking​* (Estimated at $4000) 
● Donated by Verco Decking Company 
 
Roofing​ (Estimated at $1500) 
● Donated by Berridge Manufacturing Co. 
 
Transportation 
● Framing was delivered free of charge.  
● Decking transportation was supported by another group from Cal Poly. 
● Roofing transportation will be picked up from Fontana, CA via Uhaul. 
 
*See appendix A for receipts 
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Construction 
 
On Campus / Shop Fabrication 
Acquiring Materials 
● Verco - W3 18 ga (Donated) 
● B&B Steel - HSS 10x4x3/16 and 5/16 
● Berridge Manufacturing Co. - Roofing (Donated) 
● Steel Plate - Leftover 
Fabricating Connections 
● Cut out angles from steel plate 
● Weld steel plates to fabricate angles 
Cutting Members and Decking 
● Cutting in shop 
Preparing Columns 
● Welding angles to sides of columns 
 
On Site Sequencing 
Site Preparation 
● Removing existing structure 
● Grinding down beam seats 
● Weld base plate atop beam seat 
Framing Triangles 
● Welding members together to form triangles 
Placing Columns 
● Weld columns down to base plates 
Placing Triangles 
● Determine triangle pick points 
● Lift and set down triangles with a crane onto angles 
● Weld into place 
Screw Decking 
● Lap and join with steel metal screws 
Install Roofing 
● Per installation instructions 
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Challenges 
● Communication issues amongst the group created initial confusion  
● Client time delays for design decisions which prolonged the schedule  
● An architect intervened during the design process which brought indecision in the 
church  
● Selecting appropriate modeling structure in RISA to match hand calculations  
● Transportation of materials was difficult given the weight and size 
● Inexperienced in welding and unavailability of proper training required 
professional welding help 
● Lack of necessary construction equipment available from our department added 
additional costs 
● Complexity in construction, such as using other department’s resources to 
fabricate members, created delays in the project planning 
 
Lessons Learned 
● Working with a real client can be difficult. 
● Issues may arise sometimes that are out of your control. 
● Get multiple opinions before making decisions and progressing with the project. 
● If there are concerns voice them with solutions before it's too late. 
● Delegate tasks and set deadlines. 
 
Ways to Improve 
● Always keep in contact with the client and keep them up-to-date. 
● Try to be as prepared as possible for the unexpected 
● When concerns arise, come up with multiple plausible solutions to present 
● Reconvene when tasks are completed to keep everyone up-to-date. 
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Appendix A - Material Receipts 
Framing Receipt 
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Decking Receipt 
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Appendix B - Structural Calculations Packages 
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Mt. Carmel Canopy Structure Structural Calculations 
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